Abstract Nanotechnology gives us materials with enhanced or completely new properties. At the same time, inhalation of manufactured nano-objects has been related to an array of adverse biological effects. We characterized particle emissions, which occurred during maintenance of common metal nanoparticle generators and contrasted the properties of the emitted particles with those originally produced by the generators. A new approach using online aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS), for time-and size-resolved measurements of the particle chemical composition, was applied in combination with more conventional techniques for particle sampling and analysis, including electron microscopy. Emissions during maintenance work, in terms of mass and surface area concentration in the size range of 0.02-10 lm, were dominated by large agglomerates (1-5 lm). With AMS, we show that the particle composition depends on both generator type and maintenance task being performed and that the instrument can be used for highly time-resolved selective studies of metal nanoparticle emissions. The emitted agglomerates have a relatively high probability to be deposited in the lower respiratory tract, since the mean particle diameter coincided with a peak in the lung deposition curve. Each of these agglomerates consisted of a very high number (10 3 -10 5 /agglomerate) of nanometer-sized primary particles originating from the particle synthesis process. This made them possess large surface areas, one of the key properties in nanotoxicology. Similar agglomerates may be emitted in a wide range of processes when nanoparticles are manufactured or handled. The fate of such agglomerates, once Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s11051-013-2052-0) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. 
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Introduction
In line with an increased production and usage of nanoparticles the risk for unintentional human exposure to manufactured nano-objects (MNOs) may arise (Abbott and Maynard 2010) . Compared to materials in bulk form, particles in the nanometer size range often exhibit enhanced properties in terms of for instance mechanical strength, conductivity, and reactivity (Alvarez et al. 2009; Lee et al. 2010) . These factors make nanoparticles possess huge technological and economical potentials, but may also result in new health risks for workers and end users. Because of the changed particle properties in the nanometer size range it is argued that other characteristics than those conventionally used in occupational hygiene (e.g., respirable particle mass concentration) would be better metrics to use in inhalation exposure assessments (Abbott and Maynard 2010) . For nanoparticles the dose of more biological relevant properties, like reactivity and particle surface area, can be high even when the concentration in terms of mass is relatively low (Abbott and Maynard 2010; Rivera Gil et al. 2010) . With a fast growing industry, producing and developing nanomaterials, the research covering possible exposures and effects of MNOs should with care follow the development of novel materials containing nanoparticles (Seaton and Donaldson 2005; Stebounova et al. 2012) .
Exposure to MNOs can occur anytime during the life cycle of the particles, or of the material that incorporates the particles. Workers, e.g., technicians and researchers, are probably those that are at the highest risk for inhalation of MNOs (Woskie 2010) . They come in contact with both new products, that are being developed, and products that already exist in commercial manufacturing but where potential health effects are not fully known. Several studies have identified emissions of nanoparticles to air during production or handling of MNOs (Demou et al. 2009; Park et al. 2009b; Johnson et al. 2010; Tsai et al. 2011; Koivisto et al. 2012a ). Many of the previous studies regarding emissions and potential exposure to particles formed in different workplaces, as summarized by Kuhlbusch et al. (2011) focus on particles below 1 lm. Maintenance and cleaning of nanoparticle generators and production equipment may be an important source of MNOs since such emissions often are difficult to control because they often have to take place outside any enclosed environment. Large agglomerates ([1 lm) with nanosized structures have been observed during mechanical cleaning or processing of engineered nanomaterials (Bello et al. 2009; Peters et al. 2009; Koivisto et al. 2012b; Zimmermann et al. 2012) . A deeper discussion regarding lung deposition and the fate of emitted nanoparticles in the respiratory tract is to a large extent absent but is covered by Koivisto et al. (2012a, b) through calculations of deposited dose. The fate of particles that have deposited in the respiratory system can be expected to depend on several factors including particle size, morphology, surface chemistry, and protein corona formation. Some particles may enter the bloodstream and translocate to other organs (Oberdorster et al. 2004; Elder et al. 2006) or de-agglomerate in the lung fluid (Bohgard et al. 1979; Wong et al. 2009 ).
New measurement techniques to assess exposures and emissions to air are needed to be able to follow the growing production of nanoparticles. Data from such measurements can together with toxicological studies be applied to identify and assess the risks in different types of occupational environments Park et al. 2009a; Biskos and Schmidt-Ott 2012) . Often portable and easy-to-use instruments are emphasized for exposure assessments (Asbach et al. 2012) but the relationship between MNO characteristics and instrument responses is not well established, especially when it comes to fibers and agglomerates (Dahm et al. 2012) . With the nanoparticle emission assessment technique (NEAT), as described and put to practice by Methner et al. (2010a, b) , a condensation particle counter (CPC) in combination with an optical particle counter (OPC) is used in a first stage to identify possible sources of nanoparticle emissions. Once processes or locations where emissions occur are identified, offline filter measurements are carried out. To fully understand different exposure situations, and to identify more relevant exposure metrics, more complex instruments are, however, required (Abbott and Maynard 2010) . Emissions of potentially harmful particles may for instance occur at concentrations below the background concentration. Common size-or timeresolved direct reading particle monitors, like CPCs, OPCs, and scanning mobility particle sizers (SMPS) may in such cases be troublesome to use for identification of particle emissions. Time-resolved online chemical analysis would resolve many of the problems with background particles and non-MNO emissions as it would allow selective studies of emissions of materials used in the process. Aerosol mass spectrometry (AMS) has evolved to a powerful tool within atmospheric research (Jimenez et al. 2003; Canagaratna et al. 2007 ) and this technique may also be implemented within nanotechnology. Aerosol MS techniques are the only option when it comes to characterizing airborne particles in terms of both size and chemical content online and it may be an ideal instrument for detailed characterization of workplace exposures (Kuhlbusch et al. 2011) . Another possible application is direct analysis of for instance purity, in terms of coatings and oxidation degree, of synthesized nanoparticles while they are still airborne. The introduction of a laser vaporization technique in the AMS system further broadens the field of applications as it gives a possibility to detect soot and metal containing particles (Cross et al. 2012; Onasch et al. 2012) .
The aim with this work was to identify and characterize particle emissions during maintenance work of commonly used particle generators. Measurement techniques, ranging from handheld devices to a state-of-the-art aerosol mass spectrometer, were used to characterize the emissions of airborne MNO particles. Time-integrated filter sampling was carried out to collect MNOs for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis and to serve as a basis for discussion. We contrast the nanometer-sized ''as-produced'' particles with the particles emitted during maintenance of the particle generators and discuss the important contribution of large agglomerates regarding total particle surface area concentration. The emission measurements presented can contribute to increase general awareness that emissions of potentially hazardous particles may occur during maintenance of particle synthesis equipment.
Methods
Nanoparticle generator system and maintenance procedure Emission measurements were carried out during maintenance of a setup (Messing et al. 2013 ) that consists of two generators, a spark discharge generator (SDG) and a high temperature furnace (HT). Downstream both generators a sintering furnace and a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) are used for particle processing and particle size selection, respectively. A schematic of the setup being maintained is given in Fig. S1 . The SDG (GFG 1000, Palas) consists of a chamber that houses two electrodes and an electric circuit to control a spark in between the electrodes. The material of the electrodes determines the base material of the particles generated. The SDG aerosol particle synthesizing system is described in detail by Messing et al. (2009) . In a HT furnace particles are produced by placing the desired particle material in a crucible inside a graphite tube and by heating the material to a desired temperature. When this temperature is reached, material evaporates and particles are formed by subsequent nucleation and condensation as the temperature decreases downstream the furnace. The particles produced by the generators are aggregates and the sintering furnace is used in the system to make the particles compact. In most cases, a sintering process gives near spherical particles but can in some cases lead to hexagonal-or cubic-like shapes. Applications of sintered metal particles, synthesized with the described generator system, include for instance nanowire production in the gas phase using aerotaxy (Heurlin et al. 2012) . A DMA is included in the system downstream the sintering furnace. A DMA is a common instrument in aerosol science, used to select particles of a given mobility diameter.
The whole particle generator setup was placed in a ventilated cabinet in a clean room laboratory (ISO 7). The dimension of the clean room was 6 9 3 9 3 m and was ventilated with an air exchange rate of 37 h -1 . The ventilated cabinet had the dimensions 2.2 9 1 9 2 m and was connected to an exhaust fan with a total exhaust rate of 1,000 m 3 /h, giving an air exchange rate of 227 h -1 in the cabinet. The maintenance of the particle generator setup was carried out by dismantling every part of the system one at a time in the order given in Table 1 . The cleaning of the SDG, the HT, and the tubing upstream and downstream the generators was carried out inside the open cabinet in which the system was placed. Cleaning of the DMA was performed outside the cabinet. All procedures were manually performed. Since the maintenance of the sintering furnace did not include any interior cleaning, but only replacing a ceramic tube going through the furnace, this step was not included in the emission measurements.
Instrumentation
Particle sampling during the maintenance procedure was performed using four separate stainless steel sampling probes (length 100 cm, diameter 00 ) held next to the area where particle emissions were expected, i.e., close to the maintenance procedure being performed. The particle losses in the sampling tubing were not considered in any calculations since particle penetration was high, more than 90 % for both 0.02 lm particles (diffusional losses) (Hinds 1999) and 5 lm particles (gravitational losses), based on an inclination angle of 60°for the sampling probes (Baron and Willeke 2001) . The distance from the expected emission zone was about 10 cm. Particle emission measurements were performed on two separate days on which the generator system had been extensively used prior to each day.
For online chemical analysis of the particles a Laser Vaporization Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (LV-AMS, Aerodyne Inc.), more commonly denoted Soot Particle-AMS (SP-AMS), was used. The sample flow rate was 0.1 lpm. With the regular AMS technique (Jayne et al. 2000; Canagaratna et al. 2007 ), sub-micron particles are sampled through an aerodynamic lens which focuses the particles into a narrow particle beam in vacuum. When the focused particles are allowed to enter a high vacuum chamber they acquire a sizedependent velocity due to the acceleration into the vacuum. The accelerated particles are impacted on a heated tungsten plate (600°C) and flash vaporized. Ionization of the formed vapors is achieved by electron ionization (70 eV) and the ions are extracted into a high resolution time of flight mass spectrometer (HR-ToFMS). The total number of ions formed due to electron impact ionization can be related to the total mass of the sampled particles. The procedure to calculate the total mass concentration for specific chemical species is given in the supplemental information.
In addition to the heated tungsten plate for vaporization, the LV-AMS uses a 1,064 nm intra-cavity Nd:YAG laser . This makes it possible to detect not only non-refractory species, which vaporize below 600°C, but also the refractory species that absorb the laser radiation at this wavelength. Examples of such particles are soot particles (carbon black), metal containing particles and selected metal oxides. Within this work, the LV-AMS was used for selective detection of metal particles that were emitted during specific steps in the maintenance of the particle generators. It was operated in two different modes, mass spectrum mode (MS) and particle time of flight mode (PToF). In MS mode average mass spectra of all the sampled particles in the air are achieved. The averaging time for each mass spectrum was 10 s which made it possible to identify particles also during very short emission events. In contrast to the mass spectra mode (MS), PToF modes give the means for also size-resolved chemical information of the sampled particles. In this sampling mode, the particle beam is modulated upon transfer to vacuum and the vacuum aerodynamic equivalent diameter (d va ) is determined from the transit time (time of flight) for a particle to travel from the modulator to the detector. During PToF sampling, the averaging time was 5 s. Data analysis was performed using Sequential Igor Data Retrieval (SQUIRREL, version 1.51C) and Peak Integration by Key Analysis (PIKA, version 1.10C). An Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS 3321, TSI Inc.) was used to measure the total particle number concentration and size distributions in the aerodynamic size range of 0.5-20 lm. The APS has been shown to accurately describe particle size distributions in the coarse range even in the presence of high concentrations of fine mode particles (Pagels et al. 2005) . The APS sampling flow rate was 1 lpm and the averaging time was set to 5 s. A photometer (Dusttrak, model 8520, TSI Inc.), operated at 1.6 lpm, was used with a sampling inlet that eliminated particles larger than 2.5 lm to assess total particle mass concentrations of the emitted particles (PM2.5). It should be pointed out that the Dusttrak does not directly measure the particle mass. Mass concentrations reported here are equivalent mass concentrations assuming the response of the calibration aerosol (Arizona test dust). The Dusttrak was included here as it is a commonly used work place exposure monitor and its response is expected to better correlate with the AMS signals than number-based techniques. A CPC (P-Trak, model 8525, TSI Inc.), with a measurable size range from 0.02 lm, was used to determine the emissions of particles in terms of total number concentration. The Ptrak flow rate was 0.7 lpm. Recently published work has shown that the upper cut-off for CPCs may occur well above 2.5 lm (Yli-Ojanpera et al. 2012) .
Particle emissions were segregated into five different size intervals (0.02-0.5, 0.5-1.0, 1.0-2.5, 2.5-10 lm). The concentration in the size interval 0.02-0.5 lm was derived by subtracting the particle concentration from the APS in the size interval of 0.5-10 lm from the P-trak concentration. The concentrations in the remaining size intervals were directly measured with the APS. With the APS, equivalent aerodynamic diameters are determined, thus the size intervals reported are based on aerodynamic diameters, which is the relevant equivalent size describing the deposition probabilities of particles throughout the respiratory tract for particles larger than about 0.5 lm. It should be pointed out that the counting efficiency of the APS 3321 is below 1 for particles in approximately the 0.5-0.7 lm diameter interval.
The geometric mean diameter (GMD) within each size interval was used to calculate the hypothetical surface area concentrations (given in Fig. 2b ) that each size interval contributed with. Spherical particles were assumed and the GMD for the size interval of 0.02-0.5 lm was assumed to be 0.3 lm to provide an upper estimate of the surface area contribution of particles in the smallest interval. Since the shapes of emitted particles were typically not spherical the calculated surface areas are only indicative, but can still serve as a guide to show the impact of larger particles ([1 lm) on the particle surface area compared to smaller particles.
Open-face filter sampling of released airborne total dust during maintenance work was performed in the emission zone. The dust samples were collected on 37-mm polycarbonate filters (0.4 lm pore size, Nuclepore) mounted in plastic three-piece filter cassettes. A Leland Legacy Sample Pump (SKC Inc.) set at 2.9 l/min provided sample flow, which was checked with a primary calibrator (TSI Model 4199, TSI Inc.). The sampling time was 20 min. The filter samples were analyzed offline for particle morphology with SEM (Nova Nanolab 600) and composition by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).
In parallel to the emissions measurements, a CPC (model 3022, TSI Inc.) was monitoring the total number concentration in the background with a sampling flow rate of 0.3 lpm. The background site was located in one of the corners of the clean room, 2 m away from the ventilated cabinet in which most of the maintenance procedure occurred.
Particle size distributions of as-produced particles, sampled directly from the synthesizing process, were determined with a DMPS consisting of a DMA (Vienna type, 11 cm long) and an electrometer. The DMA was operated with a sheath flow rate of 10 lpm and an aerosol flow rate of 1.7 lpm. A size interval of 10-100 nm was used. As-produced particles are defined as the particles being synthesized with the particle synthesizing setup and include both the aggregates, generated directly from the generators, and the spherical-sintered particles. The DMPS was not applied in the emission measurements. This is due to its insufficient time resolution (min) in applications like these where emission peaks were often of the order of seconds.
Results and discussion
Time-and size-resolved physical characterization of emissions Time series of the total particle number concentrations within different size ranges, defined by the instruments used (see methods), during maintenance work of the particle generator setups are shown in Fig. 1 .
The mean background particle concentration [0.02 lm, measured before the maintenance started, was 180 cm -3 with a standard deviation of 30 cm -3 . The mean background level of particles[0.5 lm was more than two orders of magnitude lower, 0.5 ± 0.1 cm -3 . During the maintenance procedures, particle emissions were evident as short-lived emission peak events. Peak events denoted 1 and 2 occurred during cleaning of the HT. These peaks had similar particle size distributions and absolute concentrations as shown in Fig. 2a, b . Particles \1 lm contributed to less than 15 % of the total number concentration. Peak event 3 occurred during cleaning of the SDG. The total number of particles emitted in this step, compared to the maintenance of the HT, was higher with the majority of the particles being\1 lm. With a 10 s averaging time, the highest background corrected peak concentration in the size range of 0.02-10 lm was 1,770 cm -3 . Maintenance of the DMA was found to almost exclusively give rise to emissions of particles [1 lm. Several smaller peaks were also evident during the whole maintenance procedure. Within each specific maintenance procedure (HT, SDG, and DMA), all occurring peaks shared similar characteristics in terms of relative particle number size distribution. The results indicate that the highest emissions of sub-micrometer particles occurred when the inside of the HT and of the SDG were cleaned. Particles emitted from the cleaning of the DMA, which is located further downstream in the generator setup, were compared to the other peak events shifted toward the largest particle sizes.
The size characteristics of the particles emitted during two separate maintenance days were similar (total number concentrations from the repeated measurements are found in Fig. S2 ). However, the highest background corrected peak concentration for particles larger than 0.02 lm during cleaning of the SDG was lower compared to the first day (420 and 1,770 cm -3 , respectively). The particles\0.5 lm emitted when the SDG was opened up can be argued to have been dominated by particles that still were airborne (asproduced nanoparticles) in the generator chamber since the previous usage of the generator. A possible way to minimize this type of emissions is to allow prolonged pumping and flushing of the generator system with nitrogen before dismantling the generator.
The particle surface area that is available to interact with bio molecules and cells are considered to be an important particle property describing the toxicity of particles (Schmid et al. 2009 ). For visualization the total surface area for each specific particle size interval during the four selected emission events were estimated, and given in Fig. 2b . Spherical particles were Table 1 . Numbers 1-4 denote selected strong peak emission events during the different activities. Note that the y-scale is logarithmic. The highest total particle number concentration was observed during maintenance of the SDG assumed and the geometrical mean of the aerodynamic diameter in each size interval was used in these calculations. Due to the agglomerated nature of the emitted particles, described in later sections, the true surface area may be underestimated especially for the larger size intervals. The estimated surface area may on the contrary be overestimated for the 0.02-0.5 lm interval as we assumed all the particles in this range to have a diameter of 0.3 lm. Thus, our estimate is likely to bias the surface area toward a higher contribution from the smallest particles. As depicted in Fig. 2b , even if the smaller particles dominated in terms of particle number concentration for the SDG peak event, these particles did not contribute to the total surface area concentration in a significant way. A key issue for future reliable and effective emission and exposure measurements during maintenance of production equipment, which tend to lead to emissions of particles [1 lm, is therefore to implement instrumentation that allows determination of particle surface area in the respirable range (aerodynamic diameter below 4 lm).
The background corrections were in this study derived by subtracting the mean concentration before and after each peak (temporal background correction). It should be pointed out that there is unexplained variability in the Ptrak concentration also during occasions when there was no increase in concentration of particles [0.5 lm. This is possibly explained by variability in the background concentration, induced for example by moving the probe to different locations between tasks. In principle, one could also make a spatial background correction using the background CPC. However, this may possibly introduce larger errors due to variations between the background concentrations between the two points. The sources of the background particle concentration are unknown, but it may include particles released from hot surfaces (typically organic), vacuum pumps, and from neighboring laboratories. So even if we have both spatial and temporal information of the variability in particle concentration, we cannot in this study safely discriminate between low concentrations of emitted source particles and variations in background concentrations for the smaller sizes (\0.5 lm). This is a fundamental problem in these types of studies and highlights the need for time-resolved specific techniques such as AMS.
Time-resolved chemical characterization of particle emissions A Laser Vaporization Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (LV-AMS) was used for highly time-resolved chemical composition measurements. This allowed selective determination of metal particle emissions. The high resolution mass spectrum that the instrument presents makes it possible to differentiate between metallic and organic ion fragments even if they are located at the same nominal mass-to-charge ratio (Fig. S3) . The determined isotopic abundance of the identified metals b The relative amount of particle number (PN) and particle surface area (SA) within four different aerodynamic diameter intervals. Peak events 1 and 2 occurred during cleaning of HT, event 3 during cleaning of the SDG, and event 4 during cleaning of the DMA. The numbers above the bars are the background corrected total number concentrations in each peak event. The surface area is estimated assuming spherical particles. The contribution of the surface area in the smallest size interval is likely overestimated as we assumed that all particles in the 0.02-0.5 lm range had a diameter of 0.3 lm can be compared to the literature values to further verify the identification of the metals. Obtained isotopic abundances for Pd and Ag are shown as examples in the supporting information.
The time series of the four elements (Fe, Pd, Ag, and Au) that were used in the nanoparticle synthesis prior to the maintenance work, and the mass concentration (PM2.5) assessed with a photometer (Dusttrak) are given in Fig. 3 . Each of the four largest peak events visible in Fig. 1 also appears as concentration peaks for one or more of the four elements. This shows that metals, originating from the nanoparticle synthesis, were emitted. The LV-AMS analysis revealed that the chemical composition of the emissions varied to a large extent depending on the object being maintained.
The SDG had been used to generate several types of particles by using different types of electrodes. During particle synthesis, the chamber of the SDG was cleaned every time electrodes were switched to other materials. However, this cleaning was not as strict as a full maintenance and deposited material could still be present on the generator interior walls and in the connectors downstream the instrument. The DMA was typically not cleaned between material switching. Fe electrodes were the ones used closest to the emission measurements preceded by Cu. A Pd electrode had also been used earlier in the SDG together with an Ag electrode to produce PdAg nanoalloy particles. Those metal compounds, generated in the previous sessions prior to the emission measurements, were the ones determined with the LV-AMS to be the dominant species that were emitted. The signal strength of Fe (10,800 Hz in peak 3) was about an order of magnitude higher than that of Pd (1,890 Hz in peak 3) and Ag (970 Hz in peak 3). The signal strength for Cu (170 Hz) was not as prominent as the others but still clearly distinguishable in the high resolution mass spectra. When the DMA was cleaned the emission gave the strongest signal for Au (160 Hz in peak 4).
During maintenance of the HT, Au (620 Hz in peak 2) was found to be the main emitted constituent along with Pd (400 Hz in peak 2) and Fe (380 Hz in peak 2). The HT was strictly used to synthesize Au nanoparticles which make the presence of Pd and Fe in the HT emission events unexpected. As for the determination of particle number concentrations (Fig. 1) , several smaller peaks within each maintenance period were identified with the LV-AMS. Peak events within the Table 1 . Numbers 1-4 denote the major emission peaks during the different cleaning procedures. The signal strength from the AMS is given in Hz and includes the total signal, including each isotope for each specific element. The Dusttrak concentrations are given as arbitrary units. However, the units correspond to mg/m 3 if the instrument response was the same for this aerosol as the calibration aerosol (Arizona test dust) same maintenance periods shared similar chemical content.
To be able to translate the LV-AMS signal strength (Hz) to a PM1 mass concentration (lg/m 3 ), the ionization efficiency for each species has to be known (described in supplemental information). Since the main intention here was to use the LV-AMS for qualitative measurements, the determination of the ionization efficiencies is not covered in this paper. The detection limit of the instrument is expressed as 3r of the noise level at each mass to charge ratio. For 56 Fe the detection limit with a 10 s sampling was 8 Hz, while for 197 Au it was 0.4 Hz. This means that emission levels three orders of magnitude lower than the highest peak emissions found during the maintenance procedure can be identified for these elements.
SEM characterization of particle morphology and chemical composition SEM analysis combined with EDX was used to determine the morphology and composition of emitted particles sampled on polycarbonate membrane filters (Nuclepore, 0.4 lm). The sampling was performed close to the emission zone during a session that included maintenance of both the HT and the SDG. Figure 4a , b shows typical particle types found on the filters. The collected particles all showed a highly agglomerated morphology with different degree of partial sintering. Most particles of this type had lengths and widths in the range 0.5-3 lm, consistent with the APS size distribution analysis. We denote these particles ''super-agglomerates'' as they have length and widths one to two orders of magnitude larger than the ''as-produced'' particles. The smallest visible structures of the super-agglomerate in Fig. 4a are consisting of near spherical shapes with an average diameter of 38 ± 8 nm. The primary particles of the agglomerate shown in Fig. 4b are smaller and measured to 13 ± 3 nm. The latter size classification of primary particles was, due to the available resolution of the SEM instrument, only possible to perform at the edges of the agglomerate.
As-produced sintered and aggregated particles generated by the SDG at a typical instrument setting are shown in Fig. 4c, d . The particle size distribution of the aggregates formed by the SDG is dependent on the material of the electrodes being used for particle production. The GMD is typically 20-40 nm (Messing et al. 2013) while the aggregates produced with the HT are larger, 50-100 nm (mobility diameter) depending on the temperature used. The primary particle size of the aggregates, formed by both generators, is 5-15 nm. Sintering is used to reshape the synthesized airborne particles into more compact and near spherical shapes. Typical as-produced spherical particle sizes achieved when the sintering furnace is active during particle production is 20-40 nm for the SDG and around 40-60 nm when the HT is used.
Sintering may occur of the as-produced aggregates if they deposit on the walls in, or downstream, the generators where the temperature is high enough. This will lead to compaction of the particles. The smallest visible structures in the super-agglomerate found in Fig. 4a share similar characteristics in size and shape as sintered particles produced with the HT. The particle in Fig. 4b consists of primary particles with a size (13 nm) which can be related to the synthesized aggregates. These particles have not been sintered and can be argued to have originated from a deposition site where the temperature has been too low for any sintering to take place.
The surface characteristics of particles emitted during maintenance of the particle synthesizing equipment are in this case dependent on the site of deposition. Deposition at sites that are hot enough to allow the particle material to sinter, either before or after deposition, will lead to compaction of the deposited material, thus lowering the surface area of the particles that may be emitted from the deposition site. When no sintering occurs, the surface area of the super-agglomerates will be at its highest since the primary particle size is kept intact. The surface area per mass will then be comparative to the originally synthesized particles.
SEM-EDX was used for offline assessment of the composition of individual particles larger than about 1 lm. Similar to the LV-AMS analysis on the preceding measurement day, the dominating species identified were Au, Pd, and Ag. EDX revealed that most of the particles were homogeneous in composition, typically containing one (e.g., Au) or two (e.g., Pd and Ag) components. However, a few examples of heterogeneous particles with parts dominated by Au and other parts dominated by Pd and Ag were also found. Figure 5a , combined with Fig. 5b , shows a SEM-EDX image of a particle determined to be dominated by Pd (64 %) and Ag (15 %). The remaining 21 % was identified as Pt which was used to coat the filters prior to sampling and is therefore not considered to be a constituent of the particle.
The SEM and SEM-EDX filter samples were not collected on the same day as the time series, given in Fig. 1 , or as the LV-AMS measurements shown in Fig. 3 . Instead, in parallel to the filter samples, the LV-AMS was used during this separate measurement day (Fig. S2 ) to sample in the particle size-resolved mode (Particle Time of Flight; PToF). Similar to the filter samples, the PToF measurements can be used for single particle analysis with the main advantage that it can be done in a time-resolved manner (5 s resolution in these experiments). In Fig. 5c , particle mass size distributions for different m/z signals, corresponding to two isotopes of Pd and Ag each, and the one isotope of Au is shown. The data were recorded during a time period of 5 s when the SDG was opened up. A distinct peak is found at a vacuum aerodynamic diameter (d va ) of 1.2 lm for the Pd and Ag isotopes. However, no signal was found for Au or other evaluated metal isotopes. It is probable that the peak at 1.2 lm corresponds to a single particle consisting of wall deposits from synthesis of PdAg alloy nanoparticles Fig. 4 a, b Typical agglomerates emitted to air during a maintenance session including cleaning of both the HT and the SDG. The primary particles which the agglomerates are consisting of can be related to the as-produced particles synthesized by the particle generators. c Sintered gold particles synthesized with the SDG combined with the sintering furnace. d Synthesized gold aggregates from the SDG without sintering. Images in a, b are recorded with SEM on Nuclepore filters and in c, d with TEM on carbon-coated TEM grids (Messing et al. 2013) with the SDG. More sophisticated single particle detection methods for the AMS based on for example triggering by a scattering laser do exist (Cross et al. 2009 ).
The size-resolved PToF measurements give an opportunity to relate certain particle types that have been collected on filter samples to specific tasks in the maintenance procedure. Although one can carry out multiple serial filter samples for a set of tasks, it becomes non-practical to change filter cassettes each time a new work task is carried out, for example in situations when multiple instruments are maintained/cleaned and maintenance of each instrument requires several steps. A combination of AMS and offline SEM analysis makes it possible to, not only characterize particles in terms of size, morphology, and composition in a wide particle size range, but also to determine exactly at which step in the maintenance procedure, different particle types were emitted. In this study, a lens that efficiently allows penetration of particles smaller than 1 lm was used. To further optimize the LV-AMS for analyzing particle emissions of the type studied here, a lens that allows larger particles to be efficiently focused into the AMS vacuum chamber can be used. Lenses, which allow penetration and focusing of particles up to 3-4 lm, have been implemented (Poschl et al. 2010 ).
As-produced aggregates versus emitted superagglomerates: implications for exposure assessment, dosimetry, and toxicology
In this section, we contrast the properties of typical particles synthesized with the nanoparticle generators (which we denote ''as-produced'' particles) with the emitted agglomerated particles during maintenance of the generators. Similar large-scale agglomerates with nanostructured surfaces, as the ones found in this paper, have also been observed by others during different types of mechanical processing of nanomaterials (Peters et al. 2009; Methner et al. 2010a; Zimmermann et al. 2012 ). Such agglomerates may share similar structures to particles studied during powder dustiness tests (Evans et al. 2013) . Since studies of different processes have been reported in the literature (reactor cleanout, cleaning of deposition equipment, handling of powder, etc.), the results of this work can be put into a general sense and show that highly agglomerated particles can be expected during maintenance work, disregarding of the type of equipment being maintained. Methner et al. (2010a) mention de-agglomeration as a possible fate for the agglomerated particles once deposited in lung fluid and the importance of measuring particle concentrations, even above respirable size ranges, is stated.
The alveolar region of the lung has been pointed out as a target region in nanotoxicology, partly due to the rather poor defense mechanisms in this part of the lung toward deposited particles (Schmid et al. 2009 ). Since the dimensions of the large super-agglomerates are in the range of thousands of nanometer (GMD = 1.8 lm), they contain a very large number of primary particles. It can therefore be argued that they share particle properties, such as specific surface area (surface area per mass unit), with the much smaller as-produced particles, With time-and sizeresolved online LV-AMS measurements in the PToF mode, this particle type can be related to maintenance of the SDG generator which typically contain primary particles with a size of *10 nm for the aggregates and *40 nm for the sintered spherical particles. To give an order of magnitude estimate, it can be shown that a 2 lm agglomerate formed by diffusion limited cluster aggregation (DCLA) in the continuum regime, with primary particles of 10 nm in diameter, would consist of about 30,000 primary particles (Sorensen 2011) . This is most likely an underestimation as our SEM images show particles that appear to be more compact than true DLCA aggregates. The total surface area of one 2 lm super-agglomerate with 30,000 primary particles would then be more than about 1,000 times larger than that of one 30 nm asproduced aggregate with about 10 primary particles of the same size.
In Fig. 6 , two particle size distributions (as-produced aggregates from SDG, and particles emitted during maintenance of the HT) are shown together with lung deposition probabilities (according to the multiple path particle dosimetry; MPPD) (Anjilvel and Asgharian 1995) of both the total depositions, and that in the pulmonary region at two different breathing conditions. The size distribution of the as-produced particles, formed by the SDG, falls close to the maximum alveolar deposition in the lung for small particles. It is sometimes claimed that particle penetration through the airways down to the alveolar region is a problem specific for nanometer-sized particles. However, as shown in Fig. 6 , there is according to present deposition models also a high deposition probability of particles *2-4 lm, that coincides with the large emitted super-agglomerates. The deposition fraction of the large super-agglomerates depends to a large extent on the breathing path mode (nose vs. mouth), with the nose acting as a filter to partly protect the lower respiratory tract from particles in the micrometer range.
Aerosol particle deposition in different parts of the respiratory system is determined by different physical transport mechanisms in air which are dependent on particle size. It is important to note that particles below about 500 nm deposit mostly due to their diffusivity, which is controlled by the equivalent mobility diameter (Rissler et al. 2012) , while larger particles deposit mostly due to sedimentation (and to a smaller extent due to impaction), which is described by the equivalent aerodynamic diameter. Mobility diameter (d m ) depends on particle volume and morphology, while aerodynamic diameter (d ae ) in addition depends on the material density (i.e., particle mass) (Park et al. 2008) . The relationship between the two diameters is determined by the effective density (q eff ). For example, the smaller ''as-produced'' particles can be synthesized either as highly aggregated or as sintered spheres, with up to a factor of 10 in difference in their effective density (Messing et al. 2013) . The measurement techniques used to determine size distributions in this work (differential mobility particle sizer, DMPS, below 100 nm and Aerodynamic particle sizer, APS, above 500 nm) measure the equivalent diameter, which accurately describes the deposition in the lung of each size range. Therefore, the uncertainty from particle morphology and effective density on the assessed respiratory deposition is minor. Larger uncertainties would have to be taken into account if a major fraction of the particles were in the 0.3-0.5 lm range.
Toxicological studies often examine the possible health outcomes by using particles that can be classified ''as-produced,'' i.e., small nanoparticles of uniform size synthesized in the gas phase or in suspensions. These model particles are then commonly added to conventional toxicological assays under submerged conditions or in recently developed, more realistic systems, with particle samples taken directly from an aerosol particle generator and deposited on respiratory cells at the air liquid interface (Savi et al. 2008) . The agglomerated particles emitted during maintenance work consist of the small primary particles that are formed during the synthesizing phase and that have coagulated and deposited on the generator system walls and tubing. This fact has implications when considering the possible health outcomes from repeated inhalation of particles emitted during equipment maintenance. If the numerous asproduced aggregates or spherical particles, which the super-agglomerates mainly consist of, are held together only by weak van der Waals forces (Seipenbusch et al. 2007) , it is possible that the superagglomerates may de-agglomerate once deposited in lung fluids (Bohgard et al. 1979) . Aggregates are often stable structures but agglomerates can be fragmented by relatively weak forces depending on the interparticle bond (Seipenbusch et al. 2010) . Thus in future studies it will be highly important to contrast the fate of the particles in the lung fluid, the biokinetic transport properties and toxicological responses of both as-produced particles and of the larger emitted super-agglomerates. The proteins attaching to the different particles upon deposition in the respiratory tract are a major determinant of particle translocation to organs and penetration into cells (Cedervall et al. 2007) .
The lung deposited surface area of particles smaller than 400 nm has been suggested as a relevant dose metric for health exposure studies (Oberdorster 2000; Asbach et al. 2009 ). Time-resolved instruments, based on diffusion charger techniques, which determine the lung deposited particle surface area within this size interval exists. The active surface area can also be obtained by integrating size distributions obtained with mobility analyzers (e.g., SMPS). It is not trivial, however, to extend such techniques toward larger sizes, nor toward complex particles such as agglomerates, both in the nano-and micrometer size range. Portable methods such as diffusion chargers have the highest sensitivities to sub-micrometer particles. Until methods for online measurements of the surface area of the super-agglomerates have become available, there is clearly a need to supplement existing techniques with for example simple optical devices with a lower cut-point close to the upper range of the diffusion chargers (about 400 nm). Also, more reliable methods to estimate the number of primary particles and the total accessible surface area available to interact with biological tissues for the super-agglomerates needs to be developed. Such information would be vital for an improved understanding of the toxicological effects of these particles. It is important to note that we suggest a future focus on the release of both small aggregates, primary particles in the nanometer size range and the larger super-agglomerates found in this study. There are some possible risks that may be specific for particles in the nanometer size range, for example translocation into certain organs upon deposition in the respiratory tract.
Conclusions
This work highlights the fact that mechanical work, for example different cleaning and maintenance procedures, gives rise to emissions of both submicrometer particles and highly agglomerated particles [1 lm. To carry out future risk assessments for workplace exposures to these types of particles we recommend that biokinetic and toxicological studies of nanomaterials in detail contrast the as-produced with the emitted super-agglomerates using relevant dose metrics (such as surface area). Issues of importance include de-agglomeration of super-agglomerates in biofluids, interaction with proteins (protein corona) and toxicological responses.
We have shown that the LV-AMS can be used for highly time-and size-resolved selective emission measurements of MNOs emitted to air during handling of nanoparticle synthesizing equipment. Such information is especially vital in environments in which high background levels of particles can cause difficulties in separating the particles of interest from the background. Further, in many occupational environments different processes which occur simultaneously generate particles that may lead to difficulties in the interpretation of the emission and exposure measurements. The AMS technique can be used to overcome such problems. Also, online AMS can help identifying unexpected emissions during different types of processes. The presence of Pd and Fe in the emissions during maintenance of the HT could for instance not be foreseen based on the prior usage of the furnace. These results show that by implementing online AMS, emissions can be chemically identified and the risk for misclassifying emitted particles is greatly reduced.
